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PUBLISHABLE SUMMARY
In the framework of SAAM project, we are developing models to predict the cognitive decline in
elderly people. Cognitive decline could lead to the severe mental conditions such as dementia and
speech analysis could provide an indicator of Alzheimer's disease and help develop clinical tools for
automatically detecting and monitoring disease progression. While previous studies have employed
speech (acoustic) features for characterisation of Alzheimer's dementia, these studies focused on a
few common prosodic features, often in combination with lexical and syntactic features which
require transcription. This Deliverable presents a detailed study of the predictive value of purely
acoustic and dialogical features automatically extracted from spontaneous speech for Alzheimer's
dementia detection, from a computational paralinguistics perspective. We assess several state-ofthe-art acoustic feature sets, including the extended Geneva minimalistic acoustic parameter set
(eGeMAPs), the emobase feature set, the ComParE feature set, a multi-resolution cochleagram
derived feature set (MRCG) and multiple dialogical features, in conjunction with different
dimensionality reduction and machine learning approaches, on the Dementia Bank Pitt spontaneous
speech dataset and Carolina Conversation dataset. Results show that classification models based
solely on acoustic and dialogical speech features can achieve accuracy levels comparable to those
achieved by models that employ higher-level language features.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dementia is a category of neurodegenerative diseases characterized by long-term and usually
gradual decrease of cognitive functioning. It is characterised by a set of symptoms that include
memory loss, thought difficulties, defective executive functions (e.g. problem-solving, decisionmaking, planning), language impairment, motor problems, lack of motivation and emotional distress.
Throughout the disease, the severity of these symptoms increases at the expense of the patient's
autonomy, as well as their well-being and their caregivers' [1]. Those cognitive symptoms may be a
consequence of the neuropathology of different diseases, such as Alzheimer's disease (AD; 50 % of
dementia cases), cerebrovascular disease (25 % cases, including those mixed with AD), Lewy body
disease (15 % cases), and other brain diseases (5 %), including Parkinson's disease, frontotemporal
dementia and stroke [2].
The main and most obvious risk factor for dementia is age, and therefore its greatest incidence is
amongst the elderly. Since the population over 65 years old is predicted to triple between years
2000 and 2050 [3], dementia care is projected to have an immense societal impact. In 2015, the
WHO [4] estimated approximately 47.5 million cases of dementia worldwide, with longitudinal
cohort studies finding an annual incidence between 10 and 15 cases every one thousand people,
from which between 5 and 8 would be caused by Alzheimer's disease. The prognosis is difficult, with
around 7 years of average life expectancy and less than 3 % patients living longer than 14 years after
diagnosis [4].
Due to the severity of the situation worldwide, institutions and researchers are investing countless
resources in dementia prevention and early detection, by studying the different stages of the
disease. There is a need for cost-effective and scalable methods for detection of dementia from its
most subtle forms, such as the preclinical stage of Subjective Memory Loss (SML), to more severe
conditions like Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer's Dementia (AD) itself.
The neuropathology of AD consists of several phenomena, including intracellular accumulation of
tau-protein fibres [5] and extracellular accumulation of beta-amyloid plaques [6]. Both are
responsible for brain damage and neural functional disruption [7] and there is no satisfactory
treatment for dementia in general, nor for AD in particular. Furthermore, neuropathology is known
to start silently up to 20 years before an individual shows obviously observable cognitive symptoms.
Therefore, it is paramount to find strategies to detect the problem as early as possible, in order to
enhance therapy effectiveness and quality of life [8].
This deliverable focuses on AD recognition using acoustic and dialogical information extracted from
spontaneous speech. Whilst memory loss is frequently considered the most prominent symptom of
AD [9], speech and language alterations are also common [10, 11]. Patients with AD usually display
early naming and word-finding difficulties (anomia) leading to circumlocution [12], while showing
relatively intact speech fluency, auditory comprehension, articulation, prosody and repetition [9].
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Literature also suggests that patients with AD have difficulty accessing semantic information
intentionally, reflecting a general semantic deterioration [13].
The heterogeneity of the symptomatic expression of AD requires diagnosis support methods that are
able to capture more subtle aspects than conventional screening tools, which often fail to
discriminate these symptoms in pre-clinical AD. Social signal processing technologies are creating
opportunities for personal health monitoring and development of tools to predict AD based on
processing of behavioural signals [14]. Such tools might aid clinicians in early and accurate
differential diagnosis of dementia [15]. Speech and language are ubiquitous sources of cognitive
behavioural data, and computational analysis of these signals could form the basis for such tools.
There are several commonly used cognitive assessments for dementia diagnosis that involve
linguistic tests - such as the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [16], the five-word test [17], the
frontal assessment battery [18], and the instrumental activities of daily living scale [19]. Speech
continuity, for instance, may be assessed through picture description tasks [20] or through
countdown tasks [21] and Semantic Verbal Fluency (SVF) usually involves naming tasks [22].
However, whilst valuable for aiding diagnosis, most of these neuropsychological tests offer little
insight into early stages of neurodegeneration and hence there is an increasing interest developing
alternative methods for early detection. For instance, the study by König et al. [21], recorded a
sentence repeating task and evaluated the waveforms with a standardized signal processing
technique (dynamic time warping). They looked at the alignment curve between pairs of
corresponding waveforms to see whether there is a significant difference between the sentences
produced by the clinician (presumably healthy) and the sentences produced by the AD patients [21].
However, one disadvantage of these tests is that they employ speech and language generated under
controlled, laboratory conditions, while the use of spontaneous speech, which would be the ideal for
monitoring tools, is uncommon. One of the few spontaneous speech resources linked to
neuropsychological and clinical assessment for dementia is the Pitt Cookie Theft dataset [23],
distributed through DementiaBank2. This dataset consists of speech from participants who were
recorded while performing the Boston Cookie Theft picture description task, from the Boston
diagnostic aphasia examination [24, 25, 26]. Machine learning has been employed on this corpus for
detection of cognitive impairment through the analysis of linguistic and para-linguistic features [27,
28, 29]. However, these works focused on linguistic features, taking advantage of the manual
transcriptions made available along with the speech data, or used limited, ad hoc acoustic feature
sets. Furthermore, they did not adjust the dataset for potential confounders in age and gender
imbalances, or the effects of variable audio quality. The work presented in this report addresses
these issues by assessing a comprehensive set of acoustic features, exclusively, on a gender- and
age-balanced subset of the Pitt and Carolina conversions corpus which has been pre-processed to
ensure fairly uniform audio quality across the dataset.

2

http://dementia.talkbank.org/
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The machine learning models proposed in this report will facilitate SAAM in identifying the speech
impairment in elderly people which could be associated with AD and helps the SAAM in suggesting
an intervention. This research contributes to research in AD detection by:
1. creating a balanced sub-corpus of the Pitt Cookie Theft Dataset from DementiaBank and
making it available to the research community,
2. carrying out a factor analysis to identify (and group) those acoustic features that may be
discriminative of manifestations of AD pathology in speech behaviour,
3. assessing acoustic information extracted automatically from spontaneous speech as
potential ‘digital biomarkers’,
4. demonstrating the discriminative power of different feature sets (such as eGeMaps,
emobase, ComParE and MRCG) and their fusion for automatic recognition of Alzheimer's
disease,
5. demonstrating the discriminative power of dialogical feature sets, and
6. testing these features on different machine learning models to implement automatic
classification of patients with respect to a probable AD diagnosis.

2. BACKGROUND

The complex multimodal nature of AD and its behavioural manifestations calls for increasingly
interdisciplinary research, combining aspects from social signal processing, artificial intelligence,
cognitive psychology, computational linguistics, medicine, neuropsychology, computer science and
other disciplines. Although research on language and AD has focused on conventional aspects of
language (i.e. lexicon, syntax, semantics), the analysis of continuous speech is progressively
attention as a source of information to support diagnosis of MCI, AD and related conditions [30, 27,
28, 29, 31].
Findings from language research propose features like information content, comprehension of
complexity, picture naming and word-list generation, as promising predictors of disease progression
[32]. A study by Roark et al. [33] used Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) to automatically-annotate and time-align certain spoken language features (pause
frequency and duration). Their results show that ASR and NLP were at least as accurate as manual
methods to annotate the transcripts and evaluate speech parameters. Jarrold et al. [34] introduced a
multi-layered perceptron in their analysis of language samples and achieved an accuracy of 88 % in
binary classifications of AD vs. healthy subjects based on lexical and acoustic features. A more recent
study by Luz et al. [35] extracted simple dialogical features (turn-taking patterns and speech rate)
from the Carolina Conversations Collection [36] and used these features to create an additive logistic
regression model [37] which obtained an accuracy of 85 % when distinguishing dialogues involving
an AD speaker from non-AD dialogues.
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Acoustic feature analysis in AD research generally entails the use of signal processing methods to
extract such features, before their predictive potential is evaluated for prediction tasks. Subtle
acoustic signs of neurodegeneration may be imperceptible to human diagnosticians. Toth et al. [38],
for instance, found that filled pauses (i.e. sounds such as 'hmmm', etc) could not be reliably detected
by human annotators, whereas detection improved by using an ASR system. Furthermore, the study
found that ASR-extracted features performed best in combination with machine learning methods
including Naive Bayes, Random Forest and Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques, achieving up
to 78.8 % accuracy when distinguishing MCI patients from the healthy control group. These results
outperformed manually calculated features (74.0 %) even though only a small, non-standardised set
of acoustic features was used. This suggests that speech processing could produce more suitable
features for early detection of dementia than high level human-annotated speech features [39, 40].
Similar machine learning methods were used by König et al. [21], who reported an accuracy of 79 %
when distinguishing MCI participants from their healthy counterparts; 94 % for AD vs. healthy; and
80 % for MCI versus AD, even though their tests were performed on non-spontaneous speech data
gathered under controlled conditions, as part of a neuropsychological test, and included manually
transcribed text. In another study, spontaneous speech was elicited through a picture description
task. Speech parameters extracted from the descriptions were introduced in SVM and Random
Forest Classifiers, distinguishing healthy participants from AD participants with an accuracy of 81 %,
which increased to 85 % after incorporating MCI participants to the experiment. However, they used
a class-imbalanced data set which may be one of the reasons why the method performed worse on
the MCI group of participants (yielding a high rate of false negatives) [41].
Studies in this field continually evidence the heterogeneity with which language and speech
impairments are displayed in AD and related diseases. Duong et al. [42] ran a cluster analysis with
data from picture narratives and concluded that, rather than a common profile, there were several
discourse patterns that could be indicative of differences between healthy aging and AD. This
heterogeneity seems to be more evident in AD than in specific language diseases such as primary
progressive aphasia [43], especially in early stages of AD [44]. In line with this, we hypothesise that
acoustic analysis might help identify such discourse patterns and enhance accuracy of early
dementia predictive models.
A current research trend in this area is the collection of spontaneous speech data at scale in order to
achieve generalisable results. At present, the Pitt data set is one of the few spontaneous speech
resources coupled with clinical data which are available and relatively easy to access. Therefore, it
has been used in several studies. Among these, the study by Fraser et al. [27] carried out analysis of
a large number of parameters. They computed a number of linguistic and acoustic features from the
Pitt Corpus Cookie Theft audio files, as well as introducing variables of transcribed language. A factor
analysis revealed the latent linguistic factors using these variables and four clear factors emerged:
semantic impairment, acoustic abnormality, syntactic impairment and information impairment.
Despite increasing interest, comparisons across these speech studies are difficult, since they use
different datasets (which vary in acoustic quality, content, length experimenter and participant
expectations, etc.) and a non-standardised variety of processing methods and feature sets. Another
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difficulty, from a speech processing perspective, is the fact that most studies combine acoustic
features with high-level language features which can only be computed once reliable transcription
has been done, making it difficult to assess the extent to which classification performance can be
obtained by fully automated means. These issues are among the motivations for the present study,
where we propose the use of large and standardised sets of acoustic features on a balanced,
acoustically pre-processed version of the Pitt Cookie Theft corpus.

3. METHOD AND ANALYSIS

This section describes the dataset, data pre-processing, statistical analysis and machine learning
methods which are used to find the underlying acoustic factors that might be relevant to detect
participants' cognitive impairment through speech.
3.1 Pitt Corpus
This study specifically uses the Pitt Corpus, gathered longitudinally between 1983 and 1988 on a
yearly basis as part of the Alzheimer Research Program at the University of Pittsburgh [23].
Participants are categorised into three groups such as dementia, control (i.e. healthy), and unknown
participant. All participants were required to be above 44 years of age, have at least seven years of
education, have no history of nervous system disorders or be taking neuroleptic medication, have an
initial MMSE score of 10 or more and be able to provide informed consents.
Extensive neuropsychological and physical assessments conducted on the participants are also
included; more detailed information of this cohort can be found in [23].
This study selected only the dementia and control groups for a binary diagnosis of AD and non-AD.
The Pitt Corpus contains participants' responses to the following:





Cookie theft stimulus picture for the Control and Dementia groups.
Word fluency task for the dementia group only.
Story recall task for the dementia group only.
Sentence construction task for the dementia group only.

The study specifically chose the cookie theft description task subset. Table 1 lists the data available
in this set. Participants were shown the Cookie Theft picture and were asked to describe the picture
in their own words.
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Table 1 Statistics of the DementiaBank Pitt corpora

3.2 Experiment on the Full Pitt Corpus
We stipulate as a basic requirement that the input data for the proposed method must consist of
features that can be either readily entered by the user or easily acquired in natural interactive
settings with acceptable accuracy. Therefore we assume a scenario where the user enters personal
information (e.g. age, gender) and the subsequent monitoring consists of tracking of low-level
paralinguistic features and functionals of the user’s spontaneous speech, such as the timing and
duration of vocalisations and pauses [57, 58] speaking rate, and voice quality measures. In this
experiment we focus on vocalisation events and speech rate. These features are easily extracted
through basic signal processing and are reasonably robust to environmental noise and diarisation
issues [58].
In order to test the potential usefulness of these features in predicting ATD from speech data, we
define a categorisation task of differentiating between speech from participants with ATD
(represented as C=a, or a) and speech from control participants (ā). The feature set 𝐹 =
{𝐹 , … … , 𝐹 } consists of numerical features corresponding to summary statistics (mean, variance,
minimum and maximum, entropy) for vocalisation events, speech rate and number of utterances
over a discourse event (described below), and the abovementioned nominal features. As the
purpose of this work was to assess baseline performance, we chose to use a simple probabilistic
model rather than carry out extensive classifier comparisons. We have also not performed any
feature selection procedures or parameter tuning. Formally, the probability of a patient being
diagnosed with ATD is represented as:

P(a|F)

∝

𝑃(𝐹 = 𝑣 , … , 𝐹 = 𝑣 |𝛼)

(1)

=

∏

(2)

𝑃(𝐹 = 𝑣 |𝛼)
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Where (2) represents the conditional independence assumption, and P(Fi=vi|b) are modelled
through Gaussian kernels, if Fi is a continuous variable, or estimated by maximum likelihood and
incorporated to a multinomial model, if Fi is a nominal variable.
This model was tested on the Pitt data set, available through the DementiaBank3. Although the Pitt
data set consists of speech recordings from different neuropsychological tests (see [23] for details),
we use only the spontaneous speech data gathered for the Boston “cookie theft” picture description
task. In this task, the subject is shown a picture and asked to describe the scene depicted. The 551
audio recordings of 247 different participants performing this task included recordings from elderly
controls (n=242), people with probable Alzheimer’s disease (n=235), and others (n=74). Data were
gathered longitudinally, on a yearly basis. The data set also included timed, manually produced
transcripts, which have been used in previous work on ATD prediction [27]. We ignored these
transcripts for the purposes of this experiment. After excluding recordings with missing data, and
other conditions (MCI, vascular dementia etc), we used n=214 ATD and n=184 control recordings.
Vocalisations produced by the instructor were removed. The participant’s vocalisations were
segmented using a simple silence filter based on the amplitude ratio

where Rs and Rn stand

for the root mean square amplitude of signal and noise respectively) of the speech signal, setting the
silence amplitude rate threshold empirically to -25dB and a duration threshold of 1 second,
according to standard practice in vocalisation analysis [6]. Speaking rate was estimated based on a
syllable nuclei detection algorithm [59].
Ten-fold cross validation was performed, and accuracy scores were computed averaging over the
different folds.

3.2.1.

Results

Figure 1 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for the relation between sensitivity
(the proportion of ATD patients correctly identified as such) and the probability of a false alarm (the
complement of specificity) in the above described model. This model achieved an overall accuracy of
68%, with F1 scores of 70% for the control class and 64% for the ATD class, as measured against a
gold standard diagnostic established through a combination of neuropsychological and neurologic
tests [23].
Although inadequate for diagnosis, these results are 36% higher than the baseline, suggesting to us
that simple paralinguistic features extracted from noisy audio files have predictive value for ATD

3

http://www.talkbank.org/DementiaBank/
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detection, and encouraging further exploration of such features, as described in the remaining
sections of this deliverable.

Figure 1 ROC curve for ATD classifier

3.3 Subset Selection from Pitt Corpus
The Pitt Corpus includes both the manual transcripts of the clinical sessions and the corresponding
audio recordings for both participant (i.e. AD and non-AD) groups. The transcripts comprise both the
speech of the Investigator INV) and the Participant (PAR). Based on the information provided by
DementiaBank, the AD and non-AD groups were not matched with age, gender or education.
Therefore, our next step was to create a sub-dataset matched for age and gender to eliminate bias.
This section describes the steps (as shown in Figure 2) taken to create a sub-corpora for statistical
analysis and machine learning methods.

17

Figure 2 data pre-processing steps
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3.3.1

Audio Enhancement and Inclusion Criteria

We have manually selected a short interval from each audio recording which contains only the noise
and then deploy spectral subtraction method to eliminate that noise. After removing the noise,
some audio files still contained some noises such as people talking in the background, ambulance
sirens door slamming, etc. That is why we selected the audio files which have higher SNR (i.e. 0 to 17 dB) than the remaining files (SNR<-17dB ). In case of multiple audio files per subject (i.e. multiple
visits) then we selected the most recent audio file of the subject.

3.3.2

Matching the Data for Gender and Age

To eliminate the confounder from the analysis, the dataset should match the AD and non-AD groups
for age and gender. Age and gender are considered major risk factors for dementia diagnosis [71].
Therefore, there is a substantial difference in the occurrence of a possible confounder between AD
and Control (non-AD) groups. Along with the inclusion criteria in Section 3.3.1, matching gender and
age for both AD and non-AD datasets, the homogeneity of the sample population is assured,
reducing confounding and increasing the likelihood of finding a true association between exposure
and outcomes. The age ranges were chosen empirically to optimise the number of recordings
included in the final dataset. As a result, 164 participants matched the selection criteria to be
included in the study. Of these, 82 were healthy and 82 were diagnosed with probable AD. After
testing the different ranges of the age intervals, the dataset was balanced and could produce the
optimal number of recordings by using the age range from 45 to 80 years with the interval of 5
years. Table 2 presents the demographic data. Participants' age in each group ranged from 50-80
years old.
Table 2 Basic characteristics of the patients in each group (AD/non-AD)
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3.3.3

Speech Segmentation

Speech segmentation was performed on the audio files based on the selection criteria from the
previous section. The study only focuses on the participants' speech; therefore, the investigators'
speeches are unused and excluded from the entire process.
First, we extracted the participants' speech utterances using the timestamps (start time and end
time) transcribed by DementiaBank Pitt Corpus.
However, it is noticed that the participants' speech utterances have long pauses and low volume.
That is why we normalised the volume to the range [-1:+1] dBFS and then used speech activity
detection (with an energy threshold of 50 dB) method (i.e. auditok4) for speech segmentation i.e. to
separate the speech from pauses. Later all the speech segments volume were normalised to the
range [-1:+1] dBFS. This volume normalization will help in tackling different recording conditions
particularly the distance of microphone from the subject.

3.4 Experiment on a Subset of the Pitt Corpus
3.4.1

Acoustic Feature Extraction and Selection from sub-set of Pitt Corpora

Acoustic feature extraction was performed on the speech segments using the openSMILE v2.1
toolkit which is an open-source software suite for automatic extraction of features from speech,
widely used for emotion/affect recognition in speech [50]. The following is a brief description of
each of the feature sets constructed in this way:
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emobase: This acoustic feature set contains the MFCC, voice quality, fundamental frequency
(F0), F0 envelope, LSP and intensity features along with their first and second order
derivatives. In addition, many statistical functions are applied to these features, resulting in
a total of 988 features for every speech utterance.
ComParE: The ComParE [51] feature set includes energy, spectral, Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs), and voicing related Low-Level Descriptors (LLDs). LLDs include
logarithmic harmonic-to-noise ratio, voice quality features, Viterbi smoothing for F0,
spectral harmonicity and psychoacoustic spectral sharpness. This feature set contains 6373
acoustic features for every speech utterance.
eGeMAPS: The eGeMAPS [52] feature set contains the F0 semitone, loudness, spectral flux,
MFCC, jitter, shimmer, F1, F2, F3, alpha ratio, Hammarberg index and slope V0 features
including many statistical ``functionals'' applied on these features, which resulted in a total
of 88 features for every speech utterance.

https://pypi.org/project/auditok/
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Multi-Resolution Cochleagram (MRCG): MRCG features have been proposed by Chen et al.
[46] and have since been used in speech related applications such as voice activity detection
[47] speech separation [46], and more recently for attitude recognition [48]. MRCG features
are based on cochleagrams [49]. A cochleagram is generated by applying the gammatone
filter to the audio signal, decomposing it in the frequency domain so as to mimic the human
auditory filters. MRCG uses the time-frequency representation to encode the multiresolution power distribution of an audio signal. Four cocheleagram features are generated
at different levels of resolution. The high-resolution level encodes local information while
the remaining three lower resolution levels capture spectrotemporal information. A total of
768 features are extracted from each frame: 256 MRCG features (frame length of 20ms and
frame shift of 10 ms), along with 256 Δ MRCG and 256 ΔΔ MRCG. These features are meant
to capture temporal dynamics of the signal [46]. The statistical functionals (mean, standard
deviation, minimum, maximum, range, mode, median, skewness and kurtosis) are applied
on the 768 MRCG features which resulted in total of 6912 features for every speech
utterance.

In sum, we have extracted 88 eGeMAPS, 988 emobase, 6373 ComParE and 6912 MRCG features
from 4,077 speech chunks (i.e speech segments). Pearson's correlation test was performed to
remove the acoustic features that were significantly correlated with duration (when R > 0.2). Hence,
75 eGeMAPs, 741 emobase, 4510 ComParE and 4691 MRCG features were not correlated with the
duration of the speech chunks, and thus, these those features were selected for the machine
learning task.

3.4.2

Factor Analysis using eGeMAPs Feature Set

To explore the heterogeneity of speech impairment among participants, we performed an
exploratory factor analysis. The ‘MVN’ package for assessing multivariate normality was used as the
dataset does not meet the assumption of normality; PAF analysis was conducted. 75 features were
included in PAF with the oblique factor rotation method ‘promax’ as discussed previously. By
conducting analysis for both groups will allow us to investigate the significant differences in acoustic
features between AD and non-AD groups.
The parallel analysis (Figure 3) suggests seven factors which can explain the majority of the variance.
The exploratory analyses were conducted by rotating seven or six factors. The seven- and six-factor
rotations did not, however, produce any theoretically relevant factors. It was decided to retain the
five-factor rotation as described below.
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Figure 3 Screen plot for both AD and non-AD groups










Factor 1: This factor reflects the energy intensity. It chiefly includes the energy parameters
and spectral parameters and has high loadings on loudness variables and spectral flux
measurements.
Factor 2: This factor represents the voice quality of speech among the patient groups. It
equally reflects the frequency and the spectral parameters. The alpha ratio and spectral
slope from 0-500HZ are the high loading variables in this factor. Thus, it can reflect the
spectral balance based on the energy of speech and further assess the quality of speech.
Factor 3: This factor depicts the dimension of signal vibration. It primarily includes the
formant amplitude and frequency parameters and has high loadings specifically on the
formant amplitude measurements.
Factor 4: This factor represents the characteristic of the spectral characteristics which is
reflected by the MFCCs.
Factor 5: This factor reflects the characteristics of frequency intensity. The high loadings
include the formant frequency parameters.

Table 3 presents the results of the exploratory factor analyses for both patient groups. Principal
component analysis, using the criterion of eigenvalues greater than 1, reduced the 75 variables to
five factors. These five factors explained 35 % of the variance in the data. Some factors emerged
from this analysis were identical to that of from the first analysis; however, the main focus of this
analysis was on the comparison of these factors between two groups. Out of the five factors
emerged from the analysis due to their higher loadings in variance, three show statistically
significant differences between AD and non-AD groups as shown in Table 4. This suggests that
eGeMAPS features are likely to be the relevant features for predicting the differences between AD
and non-AD groups.
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Table 3 Five factors from both AD and non-AD groups
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Table 4 results from student's t-test

3.4.3

Predictive Model for Cognitive Decline Using Pitt Corpora

3.4.3.1 Active Data Representation
We have devised a novel method called ‘active data representation’, which we employed to
represent the acoustic features used in this study. Briefly, generating active data representation
encompasses the following steps:






Segmentation and feature extraction: each audio recording Ai (i=1:N, where N represents
the total number of audio segments) is divided into n segments Sk,Ai using voice activity
detection, where k varies from 1 to n. Hence Sk,Ai is the kth segment of the ith audio recording,
and acoustic features are extracted over such speech segments, rather than over the full
audio recording. The system architecture is depicted in Figure 4.
Clustering of segments: we employed self-organising maps (SOM) [53] for clustering
segments Sk,Ai into n clusters (C1 ,C2,....,Cn ) using audio features. Here n represents the
number of cluster for SOM.
Generation of the Active Data Representation (ADRAi) vector is done by first calculating the
number of segments in each cluster for each audio recording (Ai) i.e a histogram
representation of the number of segments (nADRAi). Then, to model temporal dynamics we
calculate mean and standard deviation values of the rate of change of cluster numbers for
each audio recording (vADRAi). Finally, we calculated the duration of segments in each
cluster for each audio recording (Ai) i.e histogram representation of duration of segments
(dADRAi).

Normalisation: as the number/duration of segments is different for each audio recording (i.e. the
duration of all audio recordings is not constant), we normalise the feature vector by dividing it by
the total number/duration of subject's segments present in each audio recording (i.e. the L1 norm of
nADRAi and dADRAi), as shown below:

𝑛𝐴𝐷𝑅

=

𝑛𝐴𝐷𝑅
|𝑛𝐴𝐷𝑅 |

,

𝑑𝐴𝐷𝑅

=

𝑑𝐴𝐷𝑅
|𝑑𝐴𝐷𝑅 |
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Figure 4 Automatic detection of AD and non-AD subject using the Active Data Representation (ADRAinorm)
method where FE represents the extraction of low level features (such as eGeMaps) from speech segments.

3.4.3.2 Classification Methods
The classification is performed using five different methods namely Decision Tree (DT, with leaf size
of 20), Nearest Neighbour (KNN with K=1), Linear Discrimination Analysis (LDA), Random Forest (RF
with 50 trees and a leaf size of 20) and Support Vector Machines (SVM, with a linear kernel with box
constraint of 0.1 and SMO solver). The classification methods are employed in MATLAB5 using the
statistics and machine learning toolbox in the Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) cross-validation
setting, where the training data do not contain any information of validation subjects.
3.4.3.3 AD Detection
We conducted three classification experiments to detect cognitive impairment due to AD, namely:

5

http://uk.mathworks.com/products/matlab/ (December 2018)
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Segment-Level (SL) Classification: in this experiment we trained and tested our classifiers in a
LOSO setting, with acoustic features, age and gender to predict whether the speech
segments were uttered by a non-AD or AD patient.
Majority Vote (MV): after segment-level classification, we calculated the number of
segments detected as AD and non-AD for each subject and then took a majority vote to
assign an overall label to the subject.
Active Data Representation: We generate the ADR using acoustic features as described in
section 3.4.3.1, and then used ADRAinorm for classification as before.

3.4.3.4 Results and Discussion
The results of segment level, majority vote classification and ADR are shown in Table 5, Table 6 and

Table 7, respectively. These results show that the ADR (77.44 %) provides better results than
majority vote (61.59 %) for all classifiers, with LDA being the best classifier for AD detection. For
further insight, the confusion matrices of the best results of each experiment (i.e. segment level,
majority vote and ADR) are also shown in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7.
Table 5 Segment Level Classification

Figure 5 confusion matrices of best results of emobase features

From the results, we note that even though LDA provides the best result (77.44 %) DT also exhibits
promising performance, being in fact more stable across all feature sets than the other classifiers
(the best average accuracy of 69.05 %). To better understand the relationship between the feature
sets for the DT classifier, we drew the Venn diagram depicted in Figure 8. In that Figure, the blue
area (labelled ‘Target’) represents the annotated labels, the yellow area represents the predicted
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labels when the ComParE feature set was used, the green ellipse represents the predicted labels
when eGeMAPs was used, the red ellipse represents the prediction obtained with the emobase
feature set, and finally the brown ellipse represents labels predicted with the MRCG features.

Table 6 Majority Vote Classification

Figure 6 confusion matrices of best results of compare features

From the overlaps in this Venn diagram, it is observed that there are 6 instances (1 of non-AD, and 5
of AD) which have not been recognised by any of the feature sets. However there are 46 instances
(32 of non-AD and 14 of AD) which have been detected by all four feature sets. The Venn diagram
suggest that although the accuracy results for all feature sets do not vary by a large margin, the
information captured by them is not similar, as only 46 out of 164 instances are detected by all the
feature sets. This suggests that the fusion of the results could improve overall accuracy. We
implemented a simple ‘hard fusion’ strategy by taking a vote among all four feature sets, breaking
ties by considering them as implying an AD label. As hypothesised, fusion provides the best results,
with an accuracy of 78.7 % as shown in Figure 8.
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Table 7 Active Data representation Classification

Figure 7 confusion matrices of decision tree obtained using active data representation

In this study, the machine learning models are trained using the acoustic features of speech
segments. The reported results are quite promising, indicating that the paralinguistic feature sets
may be detecting the presence of abnormality in the voices of AD patients.
Figure 9 Hard Decision fusion of decision
tree results

Figure 8 Venn diagram of the best results of four feature
sets
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3.5 Modelling Cognitive Decline Using Dialogue Data.
In line with the SAAM project settings and overall design philosophy, we aim to provide cognitive
monitoring based on spontaneous speech, gathered in natural activities of daily living. The above
described studies employed narrative monologues. While these data represent a form of
spontaneous speech, monologue is not a frequent occurrence in daily life. We therefore sought to
explore the use of dialogues, which are by far the most natural and frequently occurring form of
speech. This section reports the results of our analysis of a dataset of dialogues featuring people
with cognitive impairment, namely the Carolina Conversations Collection [36]. The dataset is a digital
collection of recordings of conversations about health, including both audio and video data, with
corresponding transcriptions. The corpus consists of natural conversations involving an older person
(over the age of 65) with a medical condition. Several demographic and clinical variables are also
available, including: age range, gender, occupation prior to retirement, disease diagnosed, and level
of education (in years).
The interviewers were gerontology and linguistic students or researchers to whom the patients
spoke at least twice a year. A unique alias was assigned to each patient to protect their identity.
Access to the data was provided after complying with the ethical requirements of the University of
Edinburgh and the Medical University of South Carolina. In order to ensure that the results described
here are reproducible we will provide, on request, the identifiers for the dialogues used in our
experiments so that interested researchers can recreate our dataset upon being granted access to
the CCC. The source code used for processing the data is available at a University of Edinburgh gitlab
server6.
For the research described here we selected a total of 38 patient dialogues: 21 patients had a
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease (15 females, 6 males), and 17 patients (12 females, 5 males) had
other diseases (diabetes, cardiac issues, etc., excluding neuropsychological conditions), but not AD.
These groups were selected for matching age ranges and gender frequencies so as to avoid
statistical bias. The dataset also included time-aligned transcripts, which we did not use except for
the computation of an alternative speech rate feature as described below.

3.5.1

Data Preparation

The speech data selected as previously described were pre-processed in order to generate
vocalisation graphs — that is, Markov diagrams encoding the first-order conditional transition
probabilities between vocalisation events and steady-state probabilities [58].Vocalisation events are
classified as speech by either the patient or the interviewer/ others, joint talk (overlapping speech),
or silence events (also known as ‘floor’ events, which are further in the diagrams as pauses and

6

https://cybermat.tardis.ed.ac.uk/pial/CCCdataset
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switching pauses, according to whether the floor is taken by the same speaker or another speaker,
respectively). An example of vocalisation graph is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10 Vocalisation diagramme for a patient dialogue.

Figure 11 Distribution of vocalisation event counts for patients with and without AD in CCC dialogues.

Vocalisation and pause patterns have been successfully employed in the analysis of dialogues in a
mental-health context [60], segmentation [61] and classification of dialogues, and more recently on
characterisation of participant role and performance in collaborative tasks [58]. Models that employ
basic turn-taking statistics have also been proposed for dementia diagnosis [62], though not in a
systematic content-fee framework as in our proposed method. The distribution of vocalisation
event counts is shown in Figure 11. It can be observed that patients with AD tend to produce more
vocalisation events than their interviewers (and, consequently, produce more silence events). This is
consistent with findings in the literature on language changes in AD [1].
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Table 8 Descriptive statistics on dialogue turn-taking (duration given in seconds)

Speech rate was estimated using De Jong’s syllable nuclei detection algorithm [59], which is an
unsupervised method – that is, it can be applied directly to the acoustic signal, with no need of
human annotation. However, as the audio quality of the CCC recordings is uneven, and as the
dataset provides no gold standard against which one could assess syllable count, we decided to
validate the use of De Jong’s method against the time-stamped transcripts provided. Using these
transcripts one could, in principle, estimate average words per minute (WPM) for individual
utterances, as is sometimes done [63]. However, this method of measuring WPM based on
transcription has a number of limitations. Words have variable length, and their articulation can
vary greatly due to a number of speech-related phenomena, such as phonological stress, frequency,
contextual predictability, and repetition [64]. In or- der to mitigate these problems, we instead
produced speech rate ratio estimates normalised through a speech synthesizer, employing the
methods proposed by Hayakawa et al. [63]. These estimates represent deviations from a
“normalised” pace of 160 words per minute (WPM) synthesised using the MaryTTS system [65]. We
therefore computed the ratio of the synthesised speech to the actual duration of the patient’s
speech. The speech rate ratio correlated well with the syllable per minute rate extracted using only
the recorded audio (ρ = 0.502, t(30) = 3.19, p = 0.003) indicating that speech rate can be estimated
with an acceptable level of reliability through the unsupervised method, even in fairly noisy settings.

𝐹 (𝑥) = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛

𝑓 (𝑥)

A Python script was employed to extract basic speaker turn time stamps, speaker role information,
and transcriptions from the original XML-encoded CCC data. The resulting data were then
processed using the R language in order to detect silence intervals, and categories turn transitions
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and pause events.
Some descriptive statistics on the dialogues can be seen in Table 1. These statistics include: average
turn duration (how many seconds a participant speaks on average), total turn duration (how many
seconds did the participant’s turns lasted in total), normalised turn duration (the ratio of a
participant’s turn duration to the total duration of AD or non-AD dialogues, according the
participant’s class), number of words generated (total per class and on average per class’
participant), and number of words per minute (aver- age per class participant).
Contrary to our expectations, we did not observe a statistically significant difference between the
speech rate in syllables per minute between patients with and without AD (Welch two sample t-test
t(30.5) = 1.15, p = 0.28), even though the mean for non-AD (M = 180.8 syllables/min, sd = 28.4) was
higher than that for patients with AD (M = 168 syllables/min, sd = 35.6).
Two alternative data representations were generated. The first (henceforth referred to as VGO) was
based on the vocalisation graphs only. That is, VGO encodes the probabilities of each possible pair
of transitions, including self- transitions, which tend to dominate Markov chains sampled, and the
steady-state probabilities for each vocalisation event. The second form of representation (VGS) simply consists of the VGO with information about the participant’s speech rate (mean and variance)
added to the vocalisation statistics. With the exception of speech rate ratio, which necessitates
transcription, all the information needed to build VGO and VGS instances can be extracted through
straightforward signal processing methods.
3.5.2

Predictive Modelling

The data instances in the two alternative representation schemes were annotated for presence or
absence of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). A supervised learning procedure was employed in order to
train classifiers to predict such annotations on unseen data.
We trained a boosting model [66] using decision stumps (i.e. decision trees with a single split node)
as weak learners. The training process consisted of 10 iterations whereby, for each training instance
(xi), a weak classifier fm was fitted using weights on the data which were iteratively computed so
that the instances misclassified in the preceding step had their weights increased by a factor
proportional to the weighted training error. In this case class probability estimates P (ad = 1jdata)
were used to compute these weights and to weigh the final classification decision (additive logistic
regression) following the Real Adaboost algorithm [37]: Classification performance was assessed
through a 10-fold cross validation procedure. As the dataset is reasonably balanced, results were
assessed in terms of accuracy, precision (the ratio of the number of true positives to the number of
instances classified as AD), recall (or sensitivity, the ratio of true positives to the number of AD
cases) and F1 score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall). Micro (μ) and macro (M) averages
for these scores are given by taking means over the entire set of classification decisions and over
individual classifiers respectively, across the 10 folds. As the data set is fairly small, we also ran a
leave-one- out cross validation (LOOCV) procedure to obtain better estimates of generalisation
accuracy. This consisted of selecting one instance for testing, and building a classification model on
the remaining instances, and iterating this procedure until all instances have been selected as
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testing instances. Macro averages are uninformative in LOOCV, so we only report overall accuracy
figures for this procedure. ROC curves showing the relationship between true positive and false
positive rates as the classification threshold is varied were also plotted. Simulation was employed in
order to smooth these ROC curves by running 10 rounds of 10- fold cross validation tests with a
randomised selection of instances making up the hold-out sets.
3.5.3

Results

Our first approach, based on the VGO data representation scheme, produced promising results.
Accuracy levels were well above the baseline, with overall accuracy reaching 81.1%, showing that
turn taking patterns can provide useful cues to the detection of AD in dialogues. The results for the
VGO-based classification are shown in Table 9. The corresponding ROC curve is shown in Figure 12.
Table 9 AD detection results for the VGO data
representation scheme

Figure 12 ROC curve for VGO-based classifiers.

Adding speech rate information (VGS representation) contributed to further enhancing AD
detection, bringing the overall accuracy score to about 86.5%. Detailed evaluation metrics are
shown in Table 3. The ROC curve for the VGS-based classification approach is shown in Figure 13.
Table 10 results for the VGS data representation scheme

Figure 13 ROC curve for VGS-based classifiers.
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The addition of features for mean and variance of speech rate ratio over dialogues had the effect of
improving classification trade-offs, particularly reducing the false positives while increasing the true
positives at low threshold cut-offs. For comparison we ran the same testing procedure using some
of the other classifiers employed in the literature, namely, logistic regression, naïve Bayes (Gaussian
kernel), decision trees (C4.5 algorithm), SVM trained using sequential minimal optimisation, with a
polynomial kernel [67], and random forests [68], Weka implementation [69]. The overall (LOOCV)
accuracy figures are shown in Table 11. There is little difference in performance between our
chosen method (Real Adaboost) and other methods used in the literature, except for logistic
regression, which underperforms the machine learning methods. Real Adaboost slightly
outperforms SVM and random forests classifiers, and matches C4.5 decision trees, with a slight
advantage over the latter on the target AD class (Fm = 0:878 vs. Fm = 0:872). Although there is
considerable room for improvement upon this level of classification performance, the levels
obtained with these simple models are comparable to the accuracy of approaches that employ
more detailed linguistic information, which are presumably harder to acquire in everyday
conversational situations, as they would involve a level of speech recognition accuracy which is
beyond the capabilities of current systems for spontaneous speech in noisy environments.
Table 11 Compared accuracy results obtained with different classification
algorithms, on VGS-based datasets

4. CONCLUSION
Dementia prevention and life quality in elderly care are important societal challenges. Automatic
detection of signs of AD in speech can provide useful tools for the design of technologies for caregiving and cognitive health monitoring to help address these challenges. In the framework of SAAM
projects the proposed models will help in predicting the cognitive decline through speech
information and helps the SAAM system in suggesting an intervention.
This report demonstrates the relevance of acoustic features for cognitive impairment detection in
the context of Alzheimer's diagnosis. Machine learning methods operating on automatically
extracted voice features provide accuracy of up to 78.7 %, well above baseline and comparable to
other results reported in the literature obtained with manually designed feature sets. Although
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memory impairment might be the definitive symptom for AD diagnosis, studies have shown that
language becomes abnormal relatively early in AD [54] and can serve as a sensitive index of disease
severity over time. The outcomes of our study could be used to develop an intervention for
detecting early dementia symptoms and mitigating disease progression. This could be achieved
through further establishing a sensitive index of speech function and response to cognitive
intervention. In future, we aim to extend the research presented here by incorporating different
acoustic features for prediction of Mini-Mental State Examination scores. We are also in the process
of collecting an extended dataset of spontaneous dialogue data from healthy people in mid-life [55]
who are at risk of developing AD due to genetic, clinical and family history factors, and intend to
employ the methods introduced in this section to these data to investigate possible ‘voice
biomarkers’ of risk.
This report also presented initial results of a new method to automatically recognise the first signs
of disrupted communication using dialogue features. This method obtained an overall accuracy of
0.83, with a micro F-measure of 0.83 and a macro F-measure of 0.76 on the classification of patients
as ‘AD’ and ‘non-AD’. Although it is difficult to compare these results directly to related works [27,
70], our accuracy figures are situated within a similar range, 0.70-0.80, with a smaller discrepancy
between the classification of the two groups, while relying on features that can be more robustly
extracted from spontaneous speech. Thanks to the increasingly important role of social technology,
longitudinal studies may become richer in terms of the amount of variables measured, frequency of
measurements and places where measures are taken (living settings), allowing for larger datasets.
As more data are gathered in natural settings, we expect to obtain more reliable and generalisable
results. There are several linguistic parameters that are promising for the assessment of cognitive
functioning. In current approaches, these features have been typically extracted from data collected
through structured interviews, storytelling or picture descriptions. The work presented here
contributes a new perspective to feature extraction by focusing on spontaneous dialogues. Dialogue
processing provides a convenient framework for the analysis of natural conversations, in which
readily available predictors, such as turn taking behaviour, have already yielded satisfactory results.
We plan to further analyse verbal and non-verbal parameters to obtain a better characterisations of
AD in order to infer neurosychological assessment results through speech and language processing,
and subsequently to combine such features with actual neuropsychological evaluations and other
relevant variables, building accurate models to achieve detection of AD at the time of onset. The
data set used in the present study has some limitations. Due to its constraints, the study was
performed on a restricted subset of 21+17 sessions. In addition, the interview setting includes a
degree of bias, as the interviewer’s objective is to get the patient to perform a certain task (e.g.
description of a picture, driving the discussion) therefore influencing the patient’s speech. To
mitigate these limitations, we plan to collect further data in more spontaneous dialogue in the near
future.
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